Page 12, lines 1-3: "depends on diurnal local and mesoscale processes": please try to be more specific -for instance the MSB is mentioned below (line 30) as the main cause of the westerly flow from which the foehn takes its energy. However, in sect. 3.3 a synoptic-scale pressure gradient is invoked as being important, at least for the strongest cases. I think it is not made clear enough to what extent the MSB alone is sufficient to initiate the DS foehn.
Page 12, line 18: is "the ridge cooling" due to radiation or also to cold air advection from the Mediterranean (arrival of MSB)?
Page 13, lines 5-7: however, in a warming scenario, temperature may increase also upstream and not only within the valley, so the impact on T profile is not obvious (or perhaps it is implicitly assumed that, the MSB being important, the Mediterranean sea temperature will increases more slowly that the continental temperature?).
Figures: Fig. 1 : perhaps the left panel (the map) should be enlarged. Fig. 3 : please specify in the captions where crest and valley temperatures are measured, respectively (or refer precisely to the text where this is explained). Fig. 12 a: this is a laudable attempt to synthesize a conceptual model in a picture. However, it is difficult to appreciate the different hatchings in the green area, unless one enlarges the page on a (large) screen. Moreover, the small rectangles in the inset below (the legend) are not sufficiently clear.
Typos in the text: p. 2, line 4: depend.
p.2, line 9: "and MAP" in place of "or MAP". p. 5, line 15: drop comma after "hereby".
